
MOVABLE FURNITURE ACCESSORIES



living



Verve Dark Chocolate Recliner is perfect for comfortably relaxing after a long tiring 
day or during that perfect weekend when all you want to do is to sit back and watch 
a movie. A plush sofa encased in leather upholstery with plenty of space to wallow 
around.

The recliner mechanism allows you to lean back almost 180 degrees with just the 
push of a button, and also unfolds a footrest to give you maximum comfort. Available 
in 1 seater, 2 seater, and 3 seater formats, this recliner couch is certain to make a 
touching difference to any decor.

DARK CHOCOLATE LEATHER RECLINER SET 3+2+1

VERVE



GOLDEN BEIGE LEATHER SOFA SET 3+2+1
AGORA

Agora with its perfect blend of wood and leather is sure to add richness to 
any living space. 

While the wooden details and the plush leather radiate sheer luxury, the tufted 
arm rests give additional comfort. The well cushioned broad base and back 
rests are designed for blissful comfort. 



The Plaza sofa in caramel with dark trimming would add richness to any living space. 
The clean cut lines and dark brown piping enhance the beige leather and leatherette 
upholstery. Placed on a sturdy base, this sofa set of 3+2+1 is sure to add a premium 
look to your living room.

CARAMEL WITH DARK TRIMMING LEATHER 
SOFA SETS 3+2+1 

PLAZA



METROPOLIS
DARK CHOCOLATE LEATHER SOFA SETS  3+2+1 

There is no better place for the Metropolis Dark chocolate leather sofa set than your living room. 
Sink into the comfort of good quality leather upholstery guaranteed to last for a long time. The 
sofa is covered in a combination of leather and leatherette. 

The areas that you can touch and feel are finished in leather and the non functional areas are 
finished in leatherette. The detailing and the tufted arm rest give additional comfort. Go ahead and 
make your choice from a range of colours for a perfect and plush living room. 



BEIGE LEATHER RECLINER SET 3+2+1
BRIO
Enhance the look of your living room and sink into the feel of leather with this Brio 
Beige Recliner. Skillfully crafted with quality materials to combine functionality with 
aesthetics, this product makes the right pick for any home. 

The designs represent the ideals of cutting excess, adding practicality and an absence of 
ornamentation. The recliner mechanism allows you to lean back almost 180 degrees 
with just the push of a button, and also unfolds a footrest, to give you maximum comfort.



This 3+2+1, Platea Grey Leather sofa with Blue & Yellow design pillows 
set is minimalistic and yet stylish. The muted color accentuated with the 
printed cushions adds a subtle hint of color to the room. 

Seamless stitching and clean lines makes it perfect for living and lounge 
areas.

GREY LEATHER SOFA WITH BLUE & 
YELLOW DESIGN FABRIC PILLOWS SET 3+2+1

PLATEA



LILY
WHITE MARBLE 3  SEATER LEATHER SOFA
A beautiful White Leather Sofa which is the connoisseur’s choice. Its classical 
design adds a touch of style that makes it a luxury adornment that is truly an 
owner’s pride.



Devon dark grey sofa cum bed is designed to represent the ideals of cutting excess, adding practicality and 
absence of any ornamentation. Hand crafted in fabric and high density foam, this piece of furniture adds that 
extra comfort. 

The form is visually light and follows  principles of minimalistic design influenced by architectural concepts like 
the cantilever. This furniture fits best in open floor plans without clutter.

DEVON
DARK GREY SOFA CUM BED



PINK PANTHER
PRETTY PINK WITH FLORAL SOFA CUM BED

Come, fall in love. The Pink Panther sofa cum bed is 
simply adorable. Its chic color scheme creates a design 
you’ll never tire of. While the jaunty wooden legs add 
cheer to the arrangement, a handy easy mechanism 
transforms this sofa to a comfy bed for two.



PRINCESS 
CHAISE
 GREY LEATHER SOFA CUM BED
This signature style piece - Princess Chaise Grey sofa cum bed, crafted with a dainty 
curvy arm rest and rolled back & angled wooden legs adds elan to your home right 
away. The handcrafted padding of high density foam stylishly adds support and 
comfort. An easy mechanism helps it double up as a bed when needed.



GUSTO
WHITE CHOCOLATE LEATHER
RECLINER S INGLE SEATER
Exuding poise and luxury, the Gusto recliner with its generous cushioned 
body and the classic shape, is a seat treat for any space in the house. 

Covered in premium leatherette upholstery, the recliner mechanism 
allows you to lean back almost 180 degrees with just the push of a 
button, and also unfolds a footrest, to give you maximum comfort. Add 
this to your living or bedroom spaces for a contemporary inviting appeal.



JAYDEN 
COFFEE BEAN ELEGANT
ACCENT CHAIR
WITH ROUNDED ARMREST
The Jayden Single Chair is a piece of statement by itself. Its 
soft silhouette and rounded armrests present a firm yet comfy 
sofa. 

The collections are a series of contemporary designs, which 
are simple yet striking and represent the concept of less is 
actually more. The designs are a perfect blend of functionality 
and inviting aesthetics. 



ELAN
WHITE CHOCOLATE WITH DARK TRIMMING 
LEATHER RECLINER SINGLE SEATER
The Elan recliner with its plush cushions and classic shape, will be an adornment for 
any space in the house as it is crafted for poise and luxury. 

The leatherette upholstery and a mechanism that allows you to lean back almost 
180 degrees with just the push of a button, along with an unfolding footrest gives 
you maximum comfort. At the same time it adds contemporariness to your living or 
bedroom spaces.



VERVE
GREY FABRIC LEATHER
RECLINER S INGLE SEATER
Verve Grey Fabric Recliner with its plush upholstery is incredibly inviting in any 
space, be it living room or bedroom. Makes a cozy spot to read or watch TV. 

Its generous proportions make it a perfect choice to catch a quick cat nap. The 
recliner mechanism allows you to lean back almost 180 degrees with just the 
push of a button, and also unfolds a footrest to give you maximum comfort.



SUPREME
L IGHT BLUE FABRIC SOFA SET

Supreme light blue sofa offers the best in comfort with style and elegance. Minimalistic 
lines which are simple yet striking highlight the concept of less is more. The designs are 
a perfect blend of functionality, comfort and aesthetics. The cushions have prints which 
are refreshing and stand out against a plain background. This product makes the right 
pick for a modern home. 



DARK GREY MIX  &  MATCH 
MULTIPURPOSE SOFA CUM BED

BEA
Bea Dark Grey Mix and Match sofa cum bed is a transformable 
piece of furniture. Hand crafted in fabric, the 2+1+1 seating 
can be transformed in to a bed within seconds. 

The unique smooth upholstery fabric and delicately 
handcrafted plush foam padding adds support and comfort. 
The furniture is a striking example of simplified elegance and 
represents ideals of minimalism.



Isabelle light blue sofa cum bed with ottoman is just right for any space of 
the house. The clean minimalistic details and the comfort of fabric add to 
the design quotient. The ottoman doubles up as a storage space as well. 

A perfect addition to traditional ensembles, it pairs well with clean-lined 
designs and warm finishes, although it can blend in with a variety of 
spaces. Try setting it in your living room or bed room as a single piece to 
sit back and relax with your feet up. 

ISABELLE
LIGHT BLUE SOFA CUM BED WITH OTTOMAN



Herman sofa cum bed in fabric is a space saver for a limited space. 
Use it as a love seat for a couple during day and use it as a bed at 
night. Transforms easily from a sofa to a bed and back with the 
simple, easy to handle mechanical system.

The colors orange and beige compliment the color palette. These 
designs represent the ideals of cutting excess and reducing 
ornamentation. The perfect piece for your lounge or guest room

HERMAN
O R A N G E  +  B E I G E  S O F A  C U M  B E D



STYLISH TWO SEATER SOFA 
IN ROYAL BLUE

LINEA Linea stylish two seater sofa in royal blue is part of a series of modern designs, which are simple yet striking 
and represent ideals of minimalism & cutting excess. The designs are a perfect blend of functionality and 
exceptional aesthetics. The handcrafted padding of high density foam stylishly adds support and comfort. 



FIORI
PRINTED STYLISH FABRIC SOFA CUM BED
Brighten up your space with the Fiori printed stylish sofa cum bed which is 
ideal for compact spaces and never goes out of style. Use it as a love seat 
during day and pull over for a good night sleep or to laze on it to watch a 
movie. 

It offers the best in comfort and also style. These designs inspired by the British 
floral collection, represent the ideals of cutting excess and adding practicality. 



NICOLLE
STYLISH STRIPED + FLORAL SOFA 
CUM BED WITH WHEELS
Nicolle Stylish Striped + Floral Sofa cum Bed with Wheels -- 
the detailing is a blend of modernism and industrial revolution. 
A fabric 3 seater sofa bed that transforms to a twin bed. Add the 
touch of rawness to your living space or your bedroom with this 
piece and it’s sure to grab all the attention. 

The mechanism allows for an instant conversion from sofa to 
bed. The plush printed cushions add to the comfort of the sofa 
or the bed.



GRACE
LEATHER & FABRIC SOFA CUM BED
Grace leather and fabric sofa cum bed is easy to use and very 
functional. The convenient pulley mechanism transforms it into 
a bed in an instant. 

The cushion in fabric and the seating and arm rest in leather 
is a perfect blend of materials. The exposed wooden detail in 
teak adds extra richness to the furniture.



BRITTA
DARK MAGENTA TWO SEATER SOFA
Britta dark magenta two seater sofa is your easy way to comfort 
and elegance. The high back wing chair is perfect for any spot 
in living or bedroom space. 

The plush cushions let you sink in, while the enclosing wings 
give you a place to rest your head and create a cozy cocoon 
around you.



AVA
FLORAL BUTTER YELLOW
ACCENT CHAIR
The Ava winged chair is summery and very floral and is 
sure to make an impression. This chair offers the best in 
comfort with elan. Made out of fabric and high quality 
foam, this piece of furniture is sturdy and yet elegant. 

Light up any corner of a space with this chair and it makes 
a perfect conversation piece. 



JUDE
FABRIC STATEMENT PRINT ACCENT CHAIR
This Jude winged chair in fabric with a statement print brings any space to life. 
Made from high quality wood and foam this chair brings back the past glory with 
a twist of modernism. 

Go ahead and brighten up your space. Teaming it with an ottoman can add to the 
interest.



20,000

SOPHIA
FABRIC S INGLE SEATER

WITH WOODEN LEGS
The Sophia arm chair in beige upholstery can be a statement 
piece to any area of your home. Graceful and refined it is 
characterized by the absence of any ornamentation. 

Throw a bright cushion on it and add a flash of color to any 
room. Ergonomically designed it gives you the extra comfort 
needed after a long and a tiring day.



EMMA
MODERN ACCENT CHAIR  WITH
RICH VELVET F INISH IN  OLIVE GREEN
Bring the best to your interior space with this different looking, stunning 
Emma chair. Made from high quality wood, the slanted backrest adds an 
arresting character to the living space. 

The wooden leg details and the velvet upholstery add to the rich feeling and 
enable a perfect fit in any Classic or Modern style home.



dining



HUGO
MAHOGANY F INISH EXTRA COMFY 

6  SEATER ROUND TABLE SET
Made of high quality rubber wood in Mahogany finish, Hugo dining table is surely an eye catcher. 
While the emphasized natural grain pattern of the wood gives it a distinct and crisp look, the flat 
panels on the chair backrest give that extra comfort making dining an enjoyable experience.



MIA
MARBLE F INISH 4  SEATER EXPANDABLE 

TO 6  SEATER SET
The Mia dining set makes a perfect statement for any home. The upholstered seats and 
the clean wooden legs reflect minimalism with comfort. 

The table can easily be expanded when you have to seat more guests. Designed skillfully 
from quality materials to combine functionality with aesthetics, this product makes the 
right choice for any home. The simple understated style fits into any style of décor.



OVAL WOODEN TOP WITH METAL 4  SEATER SET
The Henry dining table set of 4 is perfect for a small space. The chair in metal powder coated in 
black adds to the design factor. Designed skillfully from quality materials to combine functionality 
with aesthetics, this product is just great for a joyful meal with your family. 

HENRY



70,000

CLIFF
RICH ROUND RUBBER WOOD 4  SEATER SET
Get back the past glory with the Cliff 4 seater round dining table. The Cliff collection is 
distinctly classical in more ways than one. The richness of the wood and the warmth is 
just unmatchable. Artistically crafted in rubber wood, the range brings style coupled with 
sophistication into your space.



ROBINSON
KOREAN TOP MARBLE-F INISH TABLE WITH

TWO-TONE 4  SEATER &  BENCH SET
The Robinson dining table with 4 chairs and a bench speaks for itself. Clean cut lines, upholstery on the chairs and the wooden 
legs add harmony to the design. The two tone colors of the chairs break the monotony. The Korean top marble finish table 
with sturdy legs adds glam quotient. Go ahead and team it up with a chandelier above and have a celebration meal. 



MANON 
PRACTICAL RUBBER WOOD RECTANGULAR 
4  SEATER SET
Manon, the 4 seater is a functional and practical dining set, made of engineered rubber 
wood and would suit any home. The design is based on the ideals of minimal 
ornamentation and maximum practicality.



Cora 4 seater dining table with its carefully crafted details is one of those traditional furnitures that take you 
back to a different era of living. Made of solid rubber wood this piece of furniture is crafted to balance design 
with the practicality that your home demands.

CORA
L IGHT RUBBER WOOD ROUND TABLE &  4  CHAIRS  SET



VERA
 4  SEATER MINIMALISTIC SET WITH WOODEN TOP

Get transported to the future with this very modern and minimalistic Vera dining table. With fuss free 
upholstery and clean lines this dining set would just add elegance to any dining space. Go ahead 
and enjoy a hearty meal. Bon Appétit.



 

FELIX
4  SEATER RUBBER WOOD DINING TABLE SET 

EXPANDABLE TO 6  SEATER
Felix dining table is practical and fuss free. Clean minimalistic lines in rubber wood give it a clutter free look. Handmade to precision, 
the simple straight line structure is visually light and structurally strong making the Felix collection high on style and functionality.



FRANK
SIMPLE METAL &  MDF WOOD 4  SEATER SET
Have a bachelor pad? A small space for dining? The Frank dining table is the answer. The 
fusion of metal and MDF wood makes a statement by itself and adds character to any 
dining space. Simple clean cut geometric lines make it perfect for a modern home. 



OSCAR
MARBLE WHITE CHAIR  WITH 
PLUSH CHANNELLED BACKREST
Oscar dining chair is a show stopper with plush channelled 
backrest and seat which adds elegance to any living space.



ARIA
A SET OF 2  SLEEK CHAIRS  WITH L IGHT LEATHER SEAT
Aria wood chairs have a classic solid feel to them. The back of this sleek chair is made from a single piece of 
bent wood giving it a smooth and seamless look.



bedrooms



NORMA
KING SIZED TUFTED BACK
CHOCOLATE BROWN BED
WITH SIDE TABLES AND
BUILT-IN LIGHT
Norma bed with tufted back rest in chocolate brown is 
perfect for your bedroom. This stylish Double Bed, with 
the detailing on the head rest is sure to enhance the 
looks of your interiors. 



AQUILA
KING SIZED WHITE MDF BED 
WITH SIDE TABLES AND 
BUILT-IN LIGHTS
Aquilla bed in MDF is designed to seamlessly blend with your 
interiors. A head board with a huge curve and built in lights 
makes it functional as well. With clean lines, this bed 
beautifully blends simpllicity and style.



BEA
DARK GREY MIX  &  MATCH
MULTIPURPOSE SOFA CUM BED

Bea dark grey mix and match sofa cum bed is a 
transformable piece of furniture. Hand crafted in fabric it 
can be used for a 2 +1+1 seating, and within seconds 
can be transformed into a bed. 

Its unique smooth upholstered fabric and delicately 
handcrafted plush foam padding adds support and 
comfort. The furniture piece is simple yet striking and 
represents ideals of minimalism & cutting excess.



HERMAN
ORANGE AND BEIGE SOFA CUM BED

Herman sofa cum bed in fabric is a space saver for a limited 
space. Use it as a love seat for a couple during day and use 
it as a bed at night. Transform easily from a sofa to a bed and 
back with a handy mechanical system. 

The colors in Orange and beige compliment the color 
palette. These designs represent the ideals of cutting excess 
and removing any ornamentation. The perfect piece for your 
lounge or guest room



VELA
MODERN HYDRAULIC STORAGE QUEEN BED
Vela hydraulic bed is truly what dreams are made of. The brawny board construction 
coupled with the contrasting dual tone finish ensures that your bedroom always stays 
trendy. 

The frame consists of a hydraulic storage that's state of the art and provides a smart 
way to keep your bedding under the bed. Choose the entire set for an exemplary 
bedroom look.



JUAN
PERFECT QUEEN BED WITH HANDMADE 
AND UPHOLSTERED FABRIC BACK REST
Juan fabric backrest speaks modernism. Graceful curves and comfortable 
cushioned upholstery come together in a one-of-a-kind design. 

Handmade with a solid wood frame and legs, this slim silhouette backrest 
offers a simple and sophisticated look. Secure any of your bedrooms with the 
perfect foundation for a blissful sleep. 



ANTONIA
LUXURIOUS QUEEN BED WITH

HAND-TUFTED UPHOLSTERED HEADBOARD
Antonia brings the mid century designs back to your room with its tufted headboard, 
built for excellent comfort. 

Blending the sleek, modern lines with the hand-tufted upholstered headboard creates 
this luxurious Bed Frame. Made of high quality fabric and solid wood frame in muted 
colors this piece of furniture will look good in any room. 



ARLO
Talk about functionality, this is the piece to adorn your bed side. The utility drawer helps you store 
things while the niche below adds a little more storage space. In natural teak color the furniture is 
made of high quality engineered wood

TEAK COLOUR S IDE TABLE WITH EXTRA STORAGE



ATLANTA
TEAK COLOUR S IDE TABLE WITH EXTRA STORAGE
The Atlanta side table adds to the extra storage, any room always needs. In natural teak colour the 
furniture is made out of high quality engineered wood. A sturdy option for storing a lot of knick 
knacks. 



centre tables



OCEANIA
ALL  IN  ONE MULTIFUNCTIONAL

OTTOMAN /CENTER TABLE/FOOT
STOOL WITH STORAGE SPACE

The Oceania is a multifunctional product - call it an ottoman, 
a center table, a foot stool, a storage unit or even a seating 
space - this piece is all in one. 

Upholstered in high quality fabric and with pop colors this one 
would surely liven up any interior space. 



RAINBOW
MULTIPURPOSE COLOURFUL
OTTOMAN/TABLE/SEAT
Rainbow, the colorful ottoman set inspired by the exotic honey comb 
pattern is just right to brighten up any space. Use it as a multi functional 
piece for any area of your home. 

Arrange them the way you feel like - either single piece or any number of 
pieces together - and create interesting designs



LISBOA
ANTIQUE F INISH CENTRE TABLE WITH BOTTOM SHELF  
The Lisboa center table is conventional and practical. Designed for fitting in to larger spaces, this table offers 
a large top area. The bottom shelf is very useful for knick knacks, magazines etc. Made of high quality wood 
this furniture piece would suit any style of interior. 



PORTO
CENTER TABLE WITH STYLISH METAL FRAME
Durable center table with a minimalistic stlye. Its modern aesthetics makes it an ideal 
addition to any living space.



LEA
CENTRE TABLE WITH BOTTOM SHELF
The Lea center table with its curved edges and slightly slanted legs is 
contemporary and practical. Designed for large spaces, this table offers a large 
top area. The bottom shelf is very useful for knick knacks, magazines etc. Made 
of high quality wood this furniture piece would suit any style of interior. 



LUCAS
SLANTED LEG CENTER TABLE WITH ONE LAYER STORAGE
Modernism meeting practicality is what the Lucas center table is all about. The slanted legs in solid wood and the 
detailing add intrigue to the piece. The little extra storage below the table is perfect to hide the newspaper clutter. 
Team this table with any style of sofas to make a lasting impression.



ENZO 
MODERN ANTIQUE F INISH CENTER TABLE
Enzo table is the perfect end in your search for minimalism. With its eye catching 
design, this table made of high quality wood in teak finish is perfect for a modern 
home. 



18,000

ETHAN
MOVABLE MULTI  SHAPE CENTER TABLE
The Ethan Center table speaks for itself. With clean cut lines and going with the 
concept of less is more, this table doubles up when you have that extra guest 
at home for a party. 

The smart trolley mechanism moves effortlessly. Made of high quality 
engineered wood in teak and white PU finish, this table is surely going to grab 
some eyeballs. 



OLIVER
The Oliver center table can be used in any style of interiors, the storage inside is perfect to hide the clutter and keep the space 
clean and clear. Made of high density wood, this piece of furniture is surely a multipurpose piece. The designs are a perfect blend 
of functionality and excellent aesthetics. Go ahead and make your choice. 

2  COLOUR FUNCTIONAL CENTER TABLE WITH STORAGE SPACE



LIAM
3  COLOUR FUNCTIONAL CENTER TABLE WITH STORAGE SPACE
The Liam center table doubles up to the little extra storage every home needs. Made out of high quality engineered wood this 
piece of furniture would go a long way. Team it up with winged chairs, love seats or even a complete sofa set it would add the 
extra element of design to the interior space. Looking for something that’s functional yet elegant? Here it is. 



consoles



FARO
TEAK COLOUR WOODEN MAZE BOOK SHELF
The distinctively designed Maze Shelf is a perfect show space to display decorative items, 
stack books, music and more.



VENUS
The elegantly finished Venus shoe rack with ample space to store all your shoes is a brilliant 
addition to your home. Built solidly with high density wood, the rack has spacious shelves and a 
pull-out drawer to keep your shoe care products, socks and accessories. The louvers in the front 
add that extra bit of ventilation.

SPACIOUS SHOE RACK WITH PULL-OUT DRAWER



PLUTO
TEAK F INISH DOUBLE DOOR CABINET
PLUS ONE LAYER STORAGE
Enhance the look of your living room with Pluto double door storage cabinet in 
teak finish. Made from high density material and designed skillfully to combine 
functionality with aesthetics, this product is the right pick for any home.



ELLIOT
TEAK COLOUR S IDE TABLE
WITH EXTRA STORAGE

The Elliot side table adds to the extra storage that any room needs. 
In natural teak color the furniture is made of high quality 
engineered wood. A sturdy option for storing a lot of knick knacks. 



mirrors



MERAKI
GRAND IN  &  OUT S ILVER MIRROR



PLUSH
LONG SILVER MIRROR THAT LOOKS GOOD 
HORIZONTALLY & VERTICALLY



EVA
OVALANGULAR DULL  GOLD MIRROR



MADISON
ANTIQUE F INISH RECTANGULAR MIRROR



CHARLOTTE
RECTANGULAR GOLD MIRROR



AMELIE
ELEGANT ASYMMETRICAL GOLD MIRROR



AMETHYST
3D GOLD MIRROR



FAME
ZIG-ZAG BORDER MIRROR ON MIRROR



JADE
RECTANGULAR MIRROR WITH 
STUNNING LEAF CUT-OUT BORDER



JASPER
GOLD SUNFLOWER ROUND MIRROR



lamps



SIERRA 
DECORATIVE TABLE LAMP
Sierra table lamp adds oodles of style. Fill your 
room with soft ambient lighting oozing out from the 
lampshade. These table lamps are characterized by 
the use of simple straight cut lines in mdf. Buy these 
lamps to give a refined touch to your decor.



Minguel floor lamp adds a touch of class and elegance. With its modish design, 
these floor lamps will raise the style quotient of your home within no time.

MINGUEL
STANDING TALL  STYLISH FLOOR LAMP



Radiance Realty Developers India Ltd : Khivraj Complex - II, 6th �oor, 480 Anna Salai, Nandanam, Chennai - 600 035, India. 

To view, discuss and plan your home interiors, visit 
RADIANCE GALLERY

No 1, 200ft Thoraipakkam - Pallavaram Road, (MMRD Scheme Road), Thoraipakkam, Chennai
Ph: 98847 40382 | Email: thegallery@radiancerealty.in

Disclaimer
The information and visuals contained herein are for illustrative purpose and are subject to change as may be required by the authorities / architects and cannot form an offer 
or contract. While every reasonable care has been taken in providing the information, the owner or his agents cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies. The promoters 

reserve their rights to make alterations and amendments as may be necessitated from time to time.

Your home is a work of art and deserves to look its very best. Radiance Home Interior Solutions offers tasteful customized home decor – that is not just crafted to 
perfection but is also individualized and distinct to reflect your personality. 

What makes Radiance Home Interior Solutions distinct, is the in-house full fledged capability to conceptualise, design and execute your interiors. Our team 
comprises passionate architects and designers with an eye for aesthetics and detail, skilled technicians and a panel of hand picked vendors. 

High quality and timely delivery is the hall mark of every interior that we execute. Complementing this is the unimaginable range of décor that helps us cater to 
every taste and budget. 

Your furniture is perhaps the most visible embellishment of your home. Functionality apart, it also reflects your personality and way of life. That is why Radiance 
Home offers an extensive range of furniture with a wide choice -- large, small, straight, shaped, jacquard, leather, contemporary, olde world, functional, opulent -- 
the list goes on. 
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